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Derivations of the “journey” story permeate the mythology and storytelling of 

most cultures, spanning as far back (if not further) to its origins with The Odyssey.  

Filmmaker Wim Wenders suggests that this attraction to stories of transience is rooted in 

mankind’s nomadic origins.1  The modern manifestation of this folkloric tradition takes 

place in the movie sub-genre of the “road film”.  The genre can be divided or classified 

even further into stories of a journey back home, in the tradition of The Odyssey (like The 

Wizard of Oz, and Paris, Texas) and stories of the journey to search and explore, to 

wander, with or without purpose and destination (like Kerouac’s writings).  My artistic 

exploration lies with the latter categorization.  

I am inspired by the process of travel.  The window frame of a vehicle acts to 

keep one’s physical view fixated only on what is before them in the present. The past and 

future are obliterated and obscured through speed and perpetual movement, allowing the 

traveler to stay focused on the very immediate present as the landscape tumbles and 

unfolds itself, one image into the next.  In his book America, Jean Bauldrillard explains, 

“Driving is a spectacular form of amnesia.  Everything is to be discovered, everything to 

be obliterated.”2  It is this unique experience of time and movement that gives way to a 

unique form of thought.  I am interested in voyages that are destination-less in a literal 

sense, without a physical landscape or space being sought.  These road stories are 

perpetuated for the most part by internal rather then external conflict, and are often an 

escape to find the state of mind where one can develop means of introspection and 

creativity.  Lucy Lippard, when writing about walking as a form of meditation, describes 

that, “motion allows a certain type of mental freedom that translates a place to a person 

1 Salles, Walter. “Notes for a Theory of the Road Movie,” New York Times Magazine, November 11 2007.
2 Baudrillard, Jean. America, Verso, 1988, page 9.



kinesthetically.”3 The appearance and disappearance of the landscape before us and the 

hypnosis one experiences from taking the outside world in through this constant 

movement that is both repetitive and excitingly unfamiliar gives way to a certain type of 

thinking.  Mesmerized away from awareness of the physical into our mental world, one 

can become absorbed in pure thought, enveloped with the imagery of the mind.

It has been challenging in my artistic practice to create video works exploring the 

romanticized open road and the great “away” without relying on empty pastiche.  In my 

video vanishing point, I combine footage and soundtracks from ten road movies that have 

significance to me.  I concentrate on the movement of these images, removing elements 

of plot, character and context.  I further obscure these images by enlarging elements of 

movement in the background, and blurring the images to remove signifiers and reference 

to the specifics of the movies themselves.  Baudrillard concludes that, “speed creates pure 

object.  It is pure object, since it cancels out the ground and territorial reference-points, 

since it runs ahead of time to annul time itself, since it moves more quickly than its own 

cause and obliterates that cause by outstripping it.”4  By removing traditionally 

representational elements of the road movie landscapes, my intent is to create a 

suggestively narrative work to push this concept of pure movement and pure object 

created by the speed and the process of travel.

My relationship to the road as a compulsory form of meditation has lent itself to 

my creative process allowing me somewhere to spend a large amount of time inside the 

space of my own head.  My challenge as a video artist has been trying to recreate in the 

physical world, what occurs inside this mental world, depicting how they play off of each 

3 Lippard, Lucy. Lure of the Local: Senses of Place in a Multicentered Society, The New Press, 1997, page 
17.
4 Baudrillard, Jean. America, Verso, 1988, page 6.



other, how the remnants of one appear in the other world and so on.  Video is especially 

adept to this task, more so than other mediums, because it has the element of time, and 

where else can you manipulate time but in the mind, and in time-based media?  

I find that treating the mind as a location has allowed me to create a logic with 

which to manipulate the images I am creating. What exists in the mind could be thought 

of as a landscape filled with ruins.  These images are imbued with a sense of loss as we 

try to reconstruct or construct the past and future in the present. What happens in the 

mind consists of fragments and partiality.   Video artist Bill Viola describes the scientific 

process of experiencing thought as inherently involving emptiness.

Central to the brain’s operation is the fact that all its neurons are physically 

disconnected from each other, and begin and end in a tiny gap of empty space. 

The flickering pattern evoked by the tiny sparks of thought bridging these gaps 

becomes the actual form and substance of our ideas.  All our thoughts have at 

their center this small point of nothingness.5

There is something at the heart of thought, and especially memory, that is rooted in 

absence, in what has been in the past and what we imagine in the future. The process of 

travel as I described earlier, keeps us visually in the very immediately framed present, but 

simultaneously very deep in thought.  Perhaps it is this contradiction that gives way to a 

transcendent type of thinking.

Thoughts and perception of the physical world are obviously unique to each 

individual, and I feel it would be counterintuitive of me in my exploration of the cerebral 

landscape to present the viewer with a traditionally narrative or representational video 

where I am telling and they are listening.  With my video installation and the place 

5 Viola, Bill.  Bill Viola, Whitney Museum of American Art, 1997, page 82.



between I use large scale video projection as a means to recreate the kind of space sought  

by the protagonists of the introspective road story within the gallery environment. I 

cannot recreate the entire stretch of a highway in the small room of a gallery (nor do I 

have any artistic desire to do so).  With this three-channel installation I have taken what I 

feel is important about the experience of the road, the continual forward motion and a 

series of abstracted forms that morph from one into the next, and presented it to the 

viewer in a large, immersive scale.  I intend to slow down the viewer, to allow them to 

think, to recreate for them the kind of experience I have had, but have it be their own.  

The work is equally about what the viewer puts into the video as it is about what I am 

presenting to them.  The side channels are the same images in reverse of each other.  I 

had the symmetrical patterns in the imagery of 2001: A Space Odyssey and the symmetry 

of Rorschach tests in mind.  The middle channel is a small strip of continual movement, a 

walk around the streets of Berlin.  The side channels are slow, expanded close-ups of the 

color and light within this middle channel.  There is a play of movement and 

reverberation between the channels (the more legible walking shot and the abstracted 

forms that flank it), referencing how the physical world and our mental realities coexist 

and play off of one another.  The duration of the piece is close to forty minutes, but I 

made the video into a seamless loop, so the beginning and end is difficult to detect.  

Conceptually it was important to me that the journey depicted was destination-less, as I 

want to stress the process of this motion, not the narrative behind it.

The physical signifier for memory would be a photograph (or 8mm film in the 

case of my third video work, ruins), an instant reference to nostalgia, a fragment of time 

caught as an object.  I was helping my family transfer our collection of 8mm family film 

by projecting it and recording the projection, when the end of one of the films caught in 



the projector and began to melt.  When I later went through the footage the image of the 

melting film really struck me because this deteriorating object of memory related visually 

to the images I had been creating in my works like and the place between.  The footage is 

of my Grandpa on my Mom’s side playing snowball with her siblings somewhere in the 

mountains in California.  He bends over to grab a snowball and when he moves back up 

from behind the car the film catches and a circle on the film begins melting away.  I 

slowed this sequence down and looped it back and forth, forward and reverse, slowing 

the sound of the projector down to accompany it.  My Grandpa passed away from a heart 

attack when my mom was young, so I was never able to meet him.  The result of this 

shortly looped video was more or less intuitively made on my part, but in retrospect 

resembles something of a heartbeat pumping, especially with the repetitive, echoing 

sound of the projector in the background.  It is not apparent that the indistinct figure seen 

is a relation of mine, this narrative is not disclosed in any way, but the deteriorating 

aesthetic that is similarly seen in my other videos brings with it an understood sense of 

suggested longing and inquiring of what once occurred in the physical world.

 My interest in the mythology of the open road has led me to create meditative 

environments with video, giving the impression that the viewer is experiencing the space 

of a mental reality.  The distorted familiarity that is experienced creates a sense of 

longing and loss in one’s attempt to read it.  I want to explore our processes of 

perception, and create atmospheric spaces that seem to house that which can be felt but 

not so easily articulated.   Although the episodes in the external world make up our life, if 

they did not reincarnate themselves into a collection of memories and thoughts we would 

not have a notion of the “self.”  To me, this mental reality is much more intriguing and 

interesting then the experience of physical reality.



still from video: vanishing point

still from three channel video: and the place between



still from video: ruins

installation shot: and the place between and vanishing point



installation shot: ruins

installation shot: projector setup, pillows for seating, part of vanishing point


